
Dear Dresden Dance Scene,

As summer draws to a close, we're thrilled to announce the upcoming SAN Dresden meeting. Aaaaah! :)

Satellite Art Network (SAN) is an initiative striving to facilitate cross-regional exchange structures for dance
practitioners. Through workshops, performances, panel talks, and artistic gatherings, individuals and existing
cultural initiatives from four different states (Niedersachsen, Saxony, Baden-Wuerttemberg, and Hamburg)
will come together to explore sustainable possibilities for creating touring and exchanging activities within the
independent dance scene. Over the course of four months, each region will host events open to dance
practitioners as well as the public.

The kick-off is scheduled for September 8th at 20:00hrs @TENZA.

We are eagerly anticipating the presentation of our inaugural SAN solo from Ulm at TNDD Studio Round @
TENZA. You are warmly invited to join us.

On September 9th, from 14:00 to 16:00 @ villa/wigman, we have the SPEED DATING event.

During the session, there will be stations set up in the room, and participants will rotate between them. This
provides an opportunity to present your work and pose questions.
We encourage artists to bring video samples to directly showcase their work.

As SAN is an international community, the spoken language will be English. However, at the start of each date,
participants can decide if they prefer German.

Please RSVP to rsvp@depart.one by September 6th. Registration is not obligatory, but it will assist us in
preparing for the number of attendees.

Kindly help spread the word, and we are eagerly anticipating the chance to see you all.

Best regards,

SAN - Dresden Team

Charles Washington, Thomas Dumke, and Seraphine Detscher

The Satellite Art Network

FAMILY PRODUCTION: Israel Akpan Sunday @mabawonja & Vivienne Lütteken @vivienne.luetteken
Facing the Dance: @tanznetzdresden @depart.one @facingthedance
ROXY Ulm: @tanzlabor.ulm @roxy.ulm
Tanzkooperative TANZKOOP: @TANZKOOP

https://www.tenza.de/
https://villawigman.de/en/
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. Satellite Art Network (SAN) ist ein Projekt der Initiative Facing the Dance
und wird umgesetzt durch die Agentur depart.one in Kooperation mit dem
TanzLabor - ROXY Ulm, der Family Production Hamburg, der Kooperative
TANZKOOP aus Braunschweig und dem TanzNetzDresden.


